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In explaining the operation of the 
L&Y the major resource is the 

Working Time Table. This journal 
has covered several stations and 
listed the stopping/passing times 
of the different trains. However, 
Yorkshire has been neglected 
in some ways so in this article 
we look at the trains passing 
through Mirfield almost a quarter 
of a century apart. Unlike other 
sections of the L&Y there was a 
large quantity of London & North 
Western Railway trains working 
through Mirfield which adds to the 
complexity and the interest.

The investigation began as a 
result of looking at the photograph 
printed on the back cover of the 
Introduction to the LYR booklet 
(2012). Just one train had been 
photographed but out of how 
many? Consultation of the 
Working Time Tables showed that 
Mirfield, like Blackburn on the East 
Lancashire Division, was given its 
own few pages because so many 
trains went through every 24 hours.

About Mirfield
Mirfield station was rebuilt 
around 1865/6 with the overall 
roof as photographed by Eric 
Blakey in 1966 and shown in the 

accompanying illustrations. The 
running lines around the station 
itself in 1893 were (from the 
north) Down Loop, Down Main, 
station island platform, Up Main 
and Up Loop. Either side of 
the loops were additional lines 
which could hold trains but were 
connected to various yards and 
sidings as well. The bottleneck was 
always the original Manchester 
& Leeds Railway bridge over the 
River Calder and this was not 
relieved until the early 1930s when 
the widening was part of the speed 
signalling system introduced by the 
LMS. 

Traffic patterns
The basic traffic was L&Y 
east-west along the M&L route 
with L&Y traffic on a south-north 
pattern (Huddersfield & branches 
to Bradford) and L&NWR traffic 
between Manchester and Leeds 
– the latter coming on to the 
L&Y at Heaton Lodge Junction 
and diverging two miles east at 
Thornhill LNW Junction.

A few pages from the relevant 
WTTs are shown here; a 
description of each train is given 
for each column and thus the 
various types of train and their 

origins could be quantified to help 
understand movements further. 
The empty columns in the 1920 
timetable were probably the 
printer’s idea to help save time for 
the compositor as the number of 
trains gradually shrank (you simply 
replaced timings with ellipses). The 
counting of trains was begun with 
the figures logged per hour; this 
proved very complex so the Tables 
have been simplified to six hour 
periods for presentation purposes 
and to aid comparison.

Table analysis
Based on the analysis of the more 
complex tables, the final quantities 
are staggering: 
• In 1896 the L&Y ran 116 trains 
per day eastbound (plus 12 on one 
day only, usually Saturday but not 
shown on the tables to prevent 
confusion) and 106 westbound 
(plus 16 one day only), the 222 
breaks down to 98 passenger and 
124 goods per day (some passenger 
trains did terminate at Mirfield). 
• The LNWR ran 79 trains per day 
eastbound (plus 7 one day only) 
and 86 westbound (plus 12 one 
day only, this breaks down to 67 
passenger and 98 goods per day.
• Add on the odd train from 

traIns at mIrfIeld

It is sometimes difficult to appreciate just how busy a railway the LYR was in 
its heyday. NOEL COATES has been looking at the traffic around Mirfield and 
his findings may surprise you . . .

another company and the 
minimum is 198 eastbound and 193 
westbound or almost 400 per day 
– an average of 16 per hour or a 
train every seven minutes in each 
direction. One mitigating factor 
would be the size of the trains, 
much less in late Victorian times 
than people today remember from 
the late 1950s.
• By 1920 the quantities were 
smaller, the L&Y was 30 less per 
day eastbound at 86 (plus 8 one 
day only goods) but eight greater 
westbound at 114 (plus 10 one day 
only goods). The breakdown is 82 
passenger and 118 goods.
• The LNWR was much fewer at 
45 eastbound (plus 8 one day only) 
and 43 westbound (plus 9 one day 
only), but they’d built another line 
in the meantime which took some 
of the traffic.
• Add on the trains from the 
Midland and the total is 132 
eastbound and 159 westbound. 
The total now reaches an average 
of just 12 per hour or one every 
ten minutes in each direction. 
Whether this was because train 
lengths were greater because of 
stronger locomotives or there was 
a downturn in traffic following the 
Great War has not been worked 
out yet.

Train haulage
On the L&Y in 1896 the largest 
locomotives were the Aspinall 
4-4-0s and 0-6-0s; goods 

engines were limited to 475 
tons westbound and 90 wagons 
eastbound (at this time the 
L&Y was bothered only about 
trains ascending gradients, 
the '90 wagons' was a general 
instruction!). By 1920 the largest 
locos were the Hughes 4-6-0s, 
the Atlantics and superheated 
0-8-0s; passenger loco loads were 
limited to 250 tons westbound and 
320 tons eastbound whilst goods 
engines (at 20 mph) were 700 tons 
west and 1000 tons eastward. 
LNWR locos available in 1896 
were mainly various types of 2-4-0 
and the 17 inch coal engines and 
'DX' goods, whilst by 1920 Whale 
and Bowen Cooke 4-6-0s for both 
goods and passenger work had 
appeared along with various types 
of 0-8-0. There was much to see 
for the train spotter at Mirfield (if 
such a soul existed).

The LMS and BR
The LMS reorganised the 
timetables for the new Central 
Division into separate passenger 
and goods so the need for a few 
pages like "Trains passing through 
xxx" was obviated. British Railways 
continued in the same vein so the 
enthusiast has a harder job building 
up the relevant numbers. However, 
such developments were way into 
the future for the L&Y: they would 
continue to try and work through 
the 'bottleneck' of the Calder bridge 
as best they could.

Weekdays 1896

LYR LNWR

Time period Passenger Goods Passenger Goods Totals

Up Down Up Down Up Down Up Down Up Down

Midnight - 5.59am 5 2 17 20 - 1 16 18 38 41

6.00am - 11.59am 14 15 15 11 11 10 8 13 48 49

Noon - 5.59pm 16 17 10 14 15 13 11 6 52 50

6.00pm - 11.59pm 12 17 17 20 7 10 18 8 54 55

Totals per Railway 98 124 67 98 192 195

Weekdays 1920

LYR LNWR

Time period Passenger Goods Passenger Goods Totals

Up Down Up Down Up Down Up Down Up Down

Midnight - 5.59am 3 1 24 18 - 2 6 8 33 29

6.00am - 11.59am 11 12 17 7 8 8 4 5 40 32

Noon - 5.59pm 18 14 13 12 11 9 5 4 47 39

6.00pm - 11.59pm 11 12 17 10 6 6 3 3 37 31

Totals per Railway 82 118 50 38 157 131

á mirfield station: 
mirfield as many will remember 
it, a Bradford exchange or 
leeds City to Huddersfield 
local headed by one of the 
fowler 2-6-4ts, 42310, with a 
Wd 2-8-0 waiting to go west 
with a coal train. the yard 
light seems to have its blackout 
deflection still in place whilst 
the date is given as 1951.
LYRS 4573

ä mirfield no.1 signal box: 
the box was just west of the 
Calder Bridge, built by the 
l&Y in 1910 with 50 levers as 
mirfield no.2 (l&Y no.95) 
it was renamed no.1 in July 
1932 when the speed signalling 
scheme came into operation. 
It was closed on may 5th 1970. 
for the rear view see the top of 
page 19. 
LYRS 4872
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ã  ã : the final page (no. 79) from 
the Weekdays down section of the 
July 1896 eastern division Wtt, 
a direct time comparison with 
november 1920 is at the top of p.19. 
ã : a general view of the east 
(Wakefield) end of mirfield station, 
in this bay one buffer stop has been 
replaced whilst the other (original?) 
had buffers still attached to it. 
Eric Blakey, LYRS 6187  
â: the view along the Up platform 
from just under the overall roof. 
once there the open section gives 
a lot more light. the arch is to 
allow for station road which ran 
underneath the railway at this 
point. Eric Blakey, LYRS 6189

Working Time Table - 1896 Up Working Time Table - 1896 Down

ã  ã : Page 82 from the July 1896 
eastern division Working time table 
(Wtt). the distinction between 
l&Y and lnWr trains and the train 
type is clear to see. for a direct time 
comparison with november 1920 see 
the top of p.18. 
ã : a general view of the west end 
of mirfield station on June 4th 1967, 
the low overall roof, wooden fascia 
and thick stone walls give it quite a 
gloomy aspect. Eric Blakey, LYRS 6195  
á: the same bays but looking towards 
manchester. the lack of overhang 
to the platform edges is quite 
interesting. Eric Blakey, LYRS 6192

lYr official abbreviations: m  Monday excepted;  t Tuesday excepted; W Wednesday excepted;  th Thursday excepted;  
f Friday excepted;  s Saturday excepted;  su Sunday excepted; (The L&Y did not use 'X' for 'excepted' just the letter for the day); 
o ONLY;  l Light [engine];  r Recoal;  e Empty;  PP Passenger Pilot;  GP Goods Pilot;  H Heating Season

LYRS Collection LYRS Collection
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Working Time Table - 1920 Up Working Time Table - 1920 Down

ã : Page 130 from the 
november 1920 eastern 
division Wtt. the 
distinction between l&Y 
and lnWr trains is not 
quite so prominent whilst 
all l&Y goods trains have 
their Control number 
printed and their class 
just below; G stands for 
the Class m merchandise 
trains.  for a direct time 
comparison with July 1896 
see top of p.16. 
á: Just to the north 
of the down platform 
were these loading bays 
which had once led 
to the original goods 
shed, the building in the 
background behind the 
crane. old maps show 
interesting methods 
of access via wagon 
turntables. the huge 
stone building across 
station road is Britannia 
mill.  Eric Blakey, LYRS 6197  
á: the l&Y goods 
warehouse at the east end 
of mirfield station on June 
4th 1967 viewed from the 
end of the platform. this 
building was erected in 
1899 and still has all its 
penthouses to cover the 
cranes intact. 
Eric Blakey, LYRS 6188  

ã : Page 135 from the 
november 1920 eastern 
division Wtt showing 
the evening train 
arrangements. alterations 
from the 1896 Wtt are 
the removal of a line for 
Hurst’s siding and the 
changes to signal box 
names. Between the two 
years the l&Y swapped the 
importance of the Up and 
down tables, in 1896 it was 
down which came first. 
â: the rear of mirfield 
no.2 signal box, now called 
mirfield no.1 (with lms 
signboard on the end) on 
march 24th 1967. the rear 
extension was probably 
something to do with the 
1932 colour light speed 
signalling judging by the 
cables emerging from 
below it; at least it was 
done in keeping with the 
l&Y style. 
Eric Blakey, LYRS 6148  
â: You have to give credit 
to an early photographer 
willing to risk a winter 
shot. although the 2-4-2t 
is passing the engine shed 
it does give an idea of 
the appearance of trains 
during the era between the 
timetables. 
John Alsop Collection, 48535

LYRS CollectionLYRS Collection
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 mirfield location map with lines as at 1896:

MIRFIELD

 mirfield gradient profile:

THORNHILL                                                            
LNW JCT

mileage from manchester Victoria

NEW LNWR LINE 
OPENED FOR 

GOODS 9/1899 & 
FOR PASSENGER 

10/1900

Mirfield Area Ordnance Survey map 1905

Mirfield Station Ordnance Survey map 1907:




